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N−Reggeized gluon states in Quantum Chromodynamis are de-
sribed by BKP equation. In order to solve this equation for N > 3
partiles the Q−Baxter operator method is used. Spetrum of the
integrals of motion of the system exhibits a ompliated struture. In
this work we onsider the ase with N = 4 Reggeons where ompli-
ated relations between q3−spetrum and q4−spetrum are analysed.
Moreover, orretions to WKB approximation for N = 4 and q3 = 0
are omputed.
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1. Introdution
In the Regge limit, where the total energy s is large while the transfer of
four-momentum t is low and xed, the sattering amplitude of two hadrons
an be rewritten as an exhange of eetive partiles, i.e. propagating in
t−hannel reggeized gluons, whih are also alled Reggeons [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄.
Due to ordering of generalized leading logarithm approximation ontri-
bution from exhange of N−Reggeon states is suppressed by fator αN−2s
where αs is a strong oupling onstant. Thus, the leading ontribution is
given by two Reggeon states, i.e. BFKL Pomeron. The equation desrib-
ing this ase was rstly derived and solved by Balitsky, Fadin, Kuraev and
Lipatov [7, 8, 4℄. Extension of this equation for more than two Reggeons
was formulated in 1980 [9, 10, 11℄ by Bartels, Kwiei«ski, Praszaªowz and
Jaroszewiz. It has a struture of Shrödinger equation. The rst solutions
for exhange of three Reggeons appear in nineties [12, 13, 14℄ and these so-
lutions orrespond to leading ontribution to the QCD odderon state as well
as subleading ontribution to the Pomeron state.
The Shrödinger equation for N ≥ 4 Reggeons ontains ompliated
olour fator and even in 't Hooft's multi-olour limit [23, 24, 25℄, i.e.
Nc →∞, formulating of its solutions poses real hallenge and demands us-
ing of advaned methods of integrable systems. In the multi-olour limit the
Reggeon Hamiltonian orresponds to the Hamiltonian SL(2,C) spin magnet
whih turns out to be solvable model. Thus, making use of Q−Baxter and
Separation of Variable methods one an solve the multi-Reggeon problem
is multi-olour limit. The solutions for higher N = 4, . . . , 8 were obtained
reently in series of papers [15, 16, 17℄ written in ollaboration with S.É.
Derkahov, G.P. Korhemsky and A.N. Manashov. Similar results for N = 4
appear also in Ref. [18, 19℄.
The present work is ontinuation of [20℄ as well as [15, 16, 17℄. We
onentrate on N = 4 ase with onformal Lorentz spin nh = 0. Here,
lassiation of the four Reggeon states is performed and orretions to the
WKB alulation are omputed. Moreover, we alulate the rih spetrum of
the the Reggeon energy and the onformal harges {q3, q4} for four reggeized
gluons. For a broader perspetive see also Ref. [21℄.
Thus, in Setion 2 we explain when the reggeization of the gluon appears
[22℄. Next, we perform the multi-olour limit [23, 24, 25℄, disuss the proper-
ties of the SL(2,C) symmetry and onstrut invariants of this symmetry, the
onformal harges. In Setion 3 we introdue a Baxter Q−operator method
[26℄ with Baxter equations that allow us to solve the Reggeon system, om-
pletely. Next, we present the exat solution to the Baxter equations. It on-
sists in rewriting the Baxter equation into the dierential equation, whih
may be solved by a series method. We nd the quantization onditions for
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{q3, q4} whih ome analytiity properties of the Baxter funtions. We also
reapitulate known properties of N−Reggeon spetrum. The numerial re-
sults are shown in Setion 6 [16, 17℄. In partiular, we disuss the resemblant
and winding strutures of the q4 and q3 spetrum and also orretions to the
WKB approximation for q3 = 0. At the end we make nal onlusions.
2. System with SL(2,C) symmetry
2.1. Hamiltonian
In the Regge limit
s→∞ and t = onst (2.1)
N−Reggeon Hamiltonian an be rewritten as a sum of BFKL kernels. Per-
forming the multi-olour limit [23, 24, 25℄, where a number of olours Nc →
∞, the system of N−reggeized gluons is desribed by Hamiltonian
HN = HN +HN , [HN ,HN ] = 0 (2.2)
whih an be written in terms of the onformal spins (2.7):
HN =
N∑
k=1
H(Jk,k+1), HN =
N∑
k=1
H(Jk,k+1), (2.3)
where
H(J) = ψ(1− J) + ψ(J)− 2ψ(1) (2.4)
with ψ(x) = d ln Γ(x)/dx being the Euler funtion and JN,N+1 = JN,1. Here
operators, Jk,k+1 and Jk,k+1, are dened through the Casimir operators for
the sum of the spins of the neighbouring Reggeons
Jk,k+1(Jk,k+1 − 1) = (S(k) + S(k+1))2 (2.5)
with S
(N+1)
α = S
(1)
α , and Jk,k+1 is dened similarly.
2.2. Symmetry SL(2,C)
The Hamiltonian (2.2) is invariant under the oordinate transformation
of the SL(2,C) group
z′k =
azk + b
czk + d
, z′k =
azk + b
czk + d
(2.6)
with k = 1, . . . , N and ad− bc = ad− bc = 1.
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Now, one may assoiate with the k−th partile the generators of this
transformation [27℄. These generators are a pair of mutually ommuting
holomorphi and anti-holomorphi spin operators, S
(k)
α and S
(k)
α . They sat-
isfy the standard ommutation relations
[
S
(k)
α , S
(n)
β
]
= iǫαβγδ
knS
(k)
γ and
similarly for S
(k)
α . The generators at on the quantum spae of the k-th
partile, V (sk,sk) as dierential operators
Sk0 = zk∂zk + sk , S
(k)
− = −∂zk , S(k)+ = z2k∂zk + 2skzk ,
S
k
0 = zk∂zk + sk , S
(k)
− = −∂zk , S
(k)
+ = z
2
k∂zk + 2skzk ,
(2.7)
where S
(k)
± = S
(k)
1 ± iS(k)2 while the omplex parameters, sk and sk, are
alled the omplex spins. Thus, the Casimir operator reads
2∑
j=0
(S
(k)
j )
2 = (S
(k)
0 )
2 + (S
(k)
+ S
(k)
− + S
(k)
− S
(k)
+ )/2 = sk(sk − 1) (2.8)
and similarly for the anti-holomorphi operator (S
(k)
)2.
The eigenstates of SL(2,C) invariant system transform as [28, 29℄
Ψ(zk, zk)→ Ψ′(zk, zk) = (czk + d)−2sk(czk + d)−2skΨ(z′k, z′k). (2.9)
In statistial physis (2.3) is alled the Hamiltonian of the non-ompat
SL(2,C) XXX Heisenberg spin magnets. It desribes the nearest neighbour
interation between N non-ompat SL(2,C) spins attahed to the partiles
with periodi boundary onditions.
For the homogeneous spin hain we have to take sk = s and sk = s. In
QCD values of (s, s) depend on a hosen salar produt in the spae of the
wave-funtions (2.9) and they are usually equal to (0, 1) or (0, 0) [27, 19℄.
2.3. Salar produt
In order to nd the high energy behaviour of the sattering amplitude
we have to solve the Shrödinger equation
H(s=0,s=1)N Ψ(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN ) = ENΨ(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN ) (2.10)
with the eigenstate Ψ(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN ) being a single-valued funtion on the
plane ~z = (z, z), normalizable with respet to the SL(2,C) invariant salar
produt
||Ψ||2 = 〈Ψ|Ψ〉 =
∫
d2z1d
2z2 . . . d
2zN |Ψ(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN )|2 , (2.11)
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where d2zi = dxidyi = dzidzi/2 with zi = zi
∗
. One may notie that it
is possible to use other salar produts orresponding to dierent hoie of
(s, s). For farther information see Refs. [17, 21℄ and [18, 19℄.
Let us onsider the amplitude for the sattering of two olourless objets
A and B. In the Regge limit, the ontribution to the sattering amplitude
from N−gluon exhange in the t−hannel takes the form
A(s, t) = is
∑
N
(iαs)
NAN (s, t) . (2.12)
Using the SL(2,C) salar produt (2.11) we have
AN (s, t) = s
∫
d2z0 e
i~z0·~p〈Φ˜A(~z0)| e−αsYHN/4 |Φ˜B(0)〉 , (2.13)
where the rapidity Y = ln s. Here the Hamiltonian HN is related to the
sum of N BFKL kernels orresponding to nearest neighbour interation be-
tween N reggeized gluons. The wave-funtions |ΦA(B)(~z0)〉 ≡ ΦA(B)(~zi−~z0)
desribe the oupling of N− gluons to the sattered partiles. The ~z0−
integration xes the momentum transfer t = −~p 2.
2.4. Conformal harges qk and the onformal spins
The Hamiltonian (2.2) possesses a omplete set of the integrals of motion
{~p, ~qk} where ~qk = {qk, qk} with k = 2, . . . N are alled onformal harges
while ~p = {p, p} is the total momentum of the system. In order to onstrut
them we introdue the Lax operators [30, 31, 32, 33℄ in holomorphi and
anti-holomorphi setors:
Lk(u) = u+ i(σ · S(k)) =
(
u+ iS
(k)
0 iS
(k)
−
iS
(k)
+ u− iS(k)0
)
,
Lk(u) = u+ i(σ · S(k)) =
(
u+ iS
(k)
0 iS
(k)
−
iS
(k)
+ u− iS(k)0
)
(2.14)
with u and u being arbitrary omplex parameters alled the spetral param-
eters and σα being Pauli matries.
To identify the total set of the integrals of motion of the model, one
onstruts the auxiliary holomorphi monodromy matrix
TN (u) = L1(u)L2(u) . . . LN (u) (2.15)
and similarly for, the anti-holomorphi monodromy operator TN (u). Taking
the trae of the monodromy matrix we dene the auxiliary transfer matrix
(spetral invariants)
tˆN (u) = tr [TN (u)] = 2u
N + qˆ2u
N−2 + . . . + qˆN (2.16)
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and similarly for tˆN (u). We see from (2.16) the advantage of using the trans-
fer matrix tˆN (u): that is a polynomial in u with oeients given in terms
of onformal harges qˆk and qˆk, whih are expressed as linear ombinations
of the produts of k spin operators:
qˆ2 = −2
N∑
i2>i1=1
2∑
j1=0
(
S
(i1)
j1
S
(i2)
j1
)
qˆ4 = −
N∑
i2>i1=1
N∑
i4>i3=1
2∑
j1,j2=0
εi1i2i3i4
(
S
(i1)
j1
S
(i2)
j1
)(
S
(i3)
j2
S
(i4)
j2
)
qˆ6 = −1
3
N∑
i2>i1=1
N∑
i4>i3=1
N∑
i6>i5=1
2∑
j1,j2,j3=0
εi1i2i3i4i5i6
(
S
(i1)
j1
S
(i2)
j1
)
×
(
S
(i3)
j2
S
(i4)
j2
)(
S
(i5)
j3
S
(i6)
j3
)
, (2.17)
where εi1i2...ik is ompletely anti-symmetri tensor and εi1i2...ik = 1 for i1 <
i2 < . . . < ik. So for even k we have a formula for onformal harges
qˆk = − 2
(k/2)!
N∑
i2 > i1 = 1
i4 > i3 = 1
. . .
in > in−1 = 1
2∑
j1,j2,...,jk/2=0
εi1i2...ik
k/2∏
n=1
(
S
(i2n−1)
jn
S
(i2n)
jn
)
.
(2.18)
For odd k's we have
qˆ3 = 2
N∑
i1,i2,i3=1
εi1i2i3
(
S
(i1)
0 S
(i2)
1 S
(i3)
2
)
= 2
N∑
i3>i2>i1=1
2∑
j1,j2,j3=0
εi1i2i3εj1j2j3
(
S
(i1)
j1
S
(i2)
j2
S
(i3)
j3
)
,
qˆ5 = −2
N∑
i3,i2,i1=1
N∑
i5>i4=1
2∑
j4=0
εi1i2i3i4i5
(
S
(i1)
0 S
(i2)
1 S
(i3)
2
)(
S
(i4)
j4
S
(i5)
j4
)
,
qˆ7 =
N∑
i3,i2,i1=1
N∑
i5>i4=1
N∑
i7>i6=1
2∑
j4,j5=0
εi1i2i3i4i5i6i7
(
S
(i1)
0 S
(i2)
1 S
(i3)
2
)
×
(
S
(i4)
j4
S
(i5)
j4
)(
S
(i6)
j5
S
(i7)
j5
)
(2.19)
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and the general expression for an odd number of the onformal spins is
qˆk =
2(−1)(k+1)/2(
k−3
2
)
!
N∑
i3,i2,i1=1
N∑
i5 > i4 = 1
i7 > i6 = 1
. . .
ik > ik−1 = 1
2∑
j1,j2,...,j(k−3)/2=0
εi1i2...ik
×
(
S
(i1)
0 S
(i2)
1 S
(i3)
2
) (k−3)/2∏
n=1
(
S
(i2n+2)
jn
S
(i2n+3)
jn
)
. (2.20)
In the above formulae we have two basi bloks
(
S
(i1)
0 S
(i2)
1 S
(i3)
2
)
and(
S
(i1)
j1
S
(i2)
j1
)
whose produts are summed with antisymmetri tensor εi1i2...ik .
2.5. Two-dimensional Lorentz spin and the saling dimension
The Hamiltonian (2.3) is a funtion of two-partile Casimir operators
[27℄, and therefore, it ommutes with the operators of the total spin Sα =∑
k S
(k)
α and Sα =
∑
k S
(k)
α , ating on the quantum spae of the system
VN ≡ V (s1,s1) ⊗ V (s2,s2) ⊗ . . . ⊗ V (sN ,sN ). This implies that the eigenstates
an be lassied aording to the irreduible representations of the SL(2,C)
group, V (h,h), parameterized by spins (h, h) [27℄.
The Hamiltonian depends on dierenes of partile oordinates so the
eigenfuntions an be written as
Ψ~p(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN ) =
∫
d2z0e
i~z0·~pΨ(~z1 − ~z0, ~z2 − ~z0, . . . , ~zN − ~z0) . (2.21)
The eigenstates Ψ(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN ) belonging to V
(h,h)
are labelled by the
entre-of-mass oordinate ~z0 and an be hosen to have the following the
SL(2,C) transformation properties
Ψ({~z ′k − ~z ′0 }) =
= (cz0 + d)
2h(cz0 + d)
2h
(
N∏
k=1
(czk + d)
2sk(czk + d)
2sk
)
Ψ({~zk − ~z0})
(2.22)
with z0 and z0 transforming in the same way as zk and zk, (2.6). As a
onsequene, they diagonalize the Casimir operators:
(S2 − h(h − 1))Ψ(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN ) = 0 (2.23)
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orresponding to the total spin of the system,
S2 =
N∑
i2,i1=1
2∑
j=0
S
(i1)
j S
(i2)
j = −qˆ2 −
N∑
k=1
sk(sk − 1) . (2.24)
The omplex parameters (sk, sk) and (h, h) parameterize the irreduible
representations of the SL(2,C) group. For the prinipal series representation
they satisfy the onditions
sk − sk = nsk , sk + (sk)∗ = 1 (2.25)
and have the following form
sk =
1 + nsk
2
+ iνsk , sk =
1− nsk
2
+ iνsk (2.26)
with νskbeing real and nsk being integer or half-integer. The spins (h, h)
are given by similar expressions with nskand νsk replaed by nh and νh,
respetively
h =
1 + nh
2
+ iνh, h =
1− nh
2
+ iνh. (2.27)
The parameter nsk has the meaning of the two-dimensional Lorentz spin of
the partile, whereas νsk denes its saling dimension. To see this one an
perform a 2π-rotation of the partile on the plane, and nd from eigenstates
transformations (2.22) that the wave-funtion aquires a phase. Indeed
zk → zk e2πi and zk → zk e−2πi gives Ψ(zk, zk)→ (−1)2nskΨ(zk, zk).
(2.28)
For half-integer nsk it hanges the sign and the orresponding representation
is spinorial. Similarly, to dene saling dimension, s + s = 1 + 2iνsk one
performs the transformation
z → λz and z → λz giving Ψ(zk, zk)→ λ1+2iνskΨ(zk, zk) .
(2.29)
Beause the salar produt for the wave-funtions is invariant under SL(2,C)
transformations, (2.6), the parameter νsk is real.
We notie that the holomorphi and anti-holomorphi spin generators as
well as Casimir operators (2.5) are onjugated to eah other with respet to
the salar produt (2.11):
[S(k)α ]
† = −S(k)α , [Jk]† = 1− Jk . (2.30)
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Moreover, beause of the transformation law (2.30), h∗ = 1 − h 1. This
implies that H†N = HN and, as a onsequene, the Hamiltonian is hermitian
on the spae of the funtions endowed with the SL(2,C) salar produt,
H†N = HN .
2.6. Conformal harges qˆk as a dierential operators
We notied in the previous Setion that the onformal harge operators
qˆk are given by invariant sum of linear ombinations of the produts of k
spin operators. They an be rewritten as k-th order dierential operators
ating on (anti)holomorphi oordinates (z, z).
Two partile spin square an be written as
2∑
j1=0
S
(i1)
j1
S
(i2)
j1
=
= −1
2
(zi1 − zi2)2∂zi1∂zi2 + (zi1 − zi2)(si2∂zi1 + si1∂zi2 ) + s1s2 . (2.31)
For homogeneous spins s = s1 = s2 = . . . = sN , what is also the QCD ase,
we have
qˆ2 = −2
N∑
i2>i1=1
 2∑
j1=0
S
(i1)
j1
S
(i2)
j1

=
N∑
i2>i1=1
(
(zi2i1)
2(1−s)∂zi2∂zi1 (zi2i1)
2s + 2s(s − 1)
)
,
qˆ3 = 2
N∑
i1,i2,i3=1
εi1i2i3S
(i1)
0 S
(i2)
1 S
(i3)
2
= i3
N∑
i3>i2>i1=1
(
zi1i2zi2i3zi3i1∂zi3∂zi2∂zi1 + szi1i2(zi2i3 − zi3i1)∂zi2∂zi1
+ szi2i3(zi3i1 − zi1i2)∂zi3∂zi2 + szi3i1(zi3i1 − zi1i2)∂zi3∂zi2
−2s2zi1i2∂zi3 − 2s2zi2i3∂zi1 − 2s2zi3i1∂zi2
)
, (2.32)
where zij = zi − zj . Similar relations hold for the anti-holomorphi setor.
1 ∗
 denotes omplex onjugation
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In that way one an also onstrut operators for the higher onformal
harges. They have a partiularly simple form for the SL(2,C) spins s = 0
qˆk = i
k
∑
1≤j1<j2<...<jk≤N
zj1j2 . . . zjk−1,jkzjk,j1∂zj1 . . . ∂zjk−1∂zjk (2.33)
as well as for s = 1
qˆk = i
k
∑
1≤j1<j2<...<jk≤N
∂zj1 . . . ∂zjk−1∂zjk zj1j2 . . . zjk−1,jkzjk,j1 . (2.34)
The eigenvalues of the lowest onformal harge qˆ2 an be parameterized by
a onformal weight h (2.27) and omplex spin s (2.26) as follows
q2 = −h(h− 1) +Ns(s− 1) (2.35)
2.7. Other symmetries
The states (2.21) have additional symmetries [27℄:
PΨq,q(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN )
def
= Ψq,q(~z2, ~z3, . . . , ~z1)
= eiθN (q,q)Ψq,q(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN ) ,
MΨ±(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN )
def
= Ψ±(~zN , ~zN−1, . . . , ~z1)
= ±Ψ±(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN ) (2.36)
so alled yli and mirror permutation where the onformal harges are
denoted by q ≡ (q2, q3, . . . , qn) and q ≡ (q2, q3, . . . , qn). The generators
P and M, respetively, ommute with the Hamiltonian H but they do not
ommute with eah other. They satisfy relations
PN = M2 = 1, P† = P−1 = PN−1, M† = M, PM = MP−1 = MPN−1 .
(2.37)
The phase θN (q) whih is onneted with eigenvalues of P is alled quasi-
momentum. It takes the following values
θN (q, q) = 2π
k
N
, for k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 . (2.38)
The eigenstates of the onformal harges qˆk diagonalize H and P.
The transfer matries (2.16) are invariant under the yli permutations
P† tˆN (u)P = tˆN (u) whereas they transform under the mirror transformation
as
M tˆN (u)M = (−1)N tˆN (−u). (2.39)
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Substituting (2.16) into (2.39) one derives a transformation law of the on-
formal harges qk
P† qˆk P = qˆk M qˆk M = (−1)k qˆk (2.40)
and similarly for the anti-holomorphi harges. Sine the Hamiltonian (2.3)
is invariant under the mirror permutation, it has to satisfy
H(qˆk, qˆk) = MH(qˆk, qˆk)M = H(M qˆk M,M qˆkM) = H((−1)k qˆk, (−1)k qˆk) .
(2.41)
This implies that the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (2.3) orresponding to
two dierent sets of the quantum number {qk, qk} and {(−1)kqk, (−1)kqk}
have the same energy
EN (qk, qk) = EN ((−1)kqk, (−1)kqk) . (2.42)
Similarly one an derive relation for quasimomentum
θN (qk, qk) = −θN ((−1)kqk, (−1)kqk) . (2.43)
The yli and mirror permutation symmetries ome from the Bose sym-
metry and they appear after performing the multi-olour limit [23℄. Physial
states should possess both symmetries.
3. Baxter Q-operator
3.1. Denition of the Baxter Q-operator
The Shrödinger equation (2.10) may be solved applying the powerful
method of the Baxter Q-operator [26℄. It depends on two omplex spe-
tral parameters u, u and in the following will be denoted as Q(u, u). This
operator has to satisfy the following relations
• Commutativity:
[Q(u, u),Q(v, v)] = 0 , (3.1)
• Q− t relation:[
tˆN (u),Q(u, u)
]
=
[
tˆN (u),Q(u, u)
]
= 0 , (3.2)
• Baxter equation:
tˆN (u)Q(u, u) = (u+ is)
NQ(u+ i, u) + (u− is)NQ(u− i, u) , (3.3)
tˆN (u)Q(u, u) = (u+ is)
NQ(u, u+ i) + (u− is)NQ(u, u− i) , (3.4)
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where tˆN (u) and tˆN (u) are the auxiliary transfer matries (2.16). Aording
to (3.2) the Baxter Q(u, u)-operator and the auxiliary transfer matries as
well as the Hamiltonian (2.2) share the ommon set of the eigenfuntions
Q(u, u)Ψq,q(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN ) = Qq,q(u, u)Ψq,q(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN ) . (3.5)
The eigenvalues of the Q-operator satisfy the same Baxter equation (3.3) and
(3.4) with the auxiliary transfer matries replaed by their orresponding
eigenvalues.
In the paper [27℄ the Q-operator was onstruted as an N−fold integral
operator
Q(u, u)Ψ(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN ) =
∫
d2w1
∫
d2w2 . . .
∫
d2wN
Qu,u(~z1, ~z2, . . . , ~zN |~w1, ~w2, . . . , ~wN )Ψ(~w1, ~w2, . . . , ~wN ) , (3.6)
where the integrations are performed over two-dimensional ~wi−planes. The
integral kernel in (3.6) takes two dierent forms:
Q
(+)
u,u (~z|~w) =
= a(2− 2s, s + iu, s − iu)NπN
N∏
k=1
[zk − zk+1]1−2s
[wk − zk]1−s−iu [wk − zk+1]1−s+iu
(3.7)
and
Q
(−)
u,u (~z|~w) =
N∏
k=1
[wk − wk+1]2s−2
[zk − wk]s+iu [zk − wk+1]s−iu
, (3.8)
whih appear to be equivalent [27℄. In Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) funtion a(. . .)
fatorizes as
a(α, β, . . .) = a(α)a(β) . . . and a(α) =
Γ(1− α)
Γ(α)
(3.9)
and α is an anti-holomorphi partner of α satisfying α− α ∈ Z. Moreover,
the two-dimensional propagators are dened as
[zk − wk]−α = (zk − wk)−α (zk − wk)−α . (3.10)
In order for the Baxter Q−operators to be well dened, (3.7) and (3.8),
should be single-valued funtions. In this way we an nd that the spetral
parameters u and u have to satisfy the ondition
i(u− u) = n (3.11)
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with n being an integer.
The Baxter Q-operator has a well dened pole struture. For Q(+)(u, u)
we have an innite set of poles of the order not higher than N situated at{
u+m = i(s −m), u+m = i(s −m)
}
;
{
u−m = −i(s−m), u−m = −i(s−m)
}
(3.12)
with m,m = 1, 2, . . . . The behaviour of Qq,q(u, u) ≡ Q(+)q,q (u, u) i.e. an
eigenvalue of Q(+)(u, u), in the viinity of the pole at m = m = 1 an be
parameterized as
Qq,q(u
±
1 + ǫ, u
±
1 + ǫ) = R
±(q, q)
[
1
ǫN
+
iE±(q, q)
ǫN−1
+ . . .
]
. (3.13)
The funtions R±(q, q) x an overall normalization of the Baxter operator,
while the residue funtions E±(q, q) dene the energy of the system (see
Eqs. (3.21) and (3.24) below). It has also speied asymptoti behaviour.
For |Imλ| < 1/2 and Reλ→∞
Qq,q(λ−in/2, λ+in/2) ∼ eiΘh(q,q) λh+h−N(s−s)+e−iΘh(q,q) λ1−h+1−h−N(s−s) ,
(3.14)
where Θh is a phase that should not be onfused with quasimomentum
θN (q, q).
3.2. Observables
The Hamiltonian (2.2) may be written in terms of the Baxter Q-operator
[27℄:
HN = ǫN + i d
du
lnQ(+)(u+ is, u+ is)
∣∣∣∣
u=0
−
(
i
d
du
lnQ(+)(u− is, u− is)
∣∣∣∣
u=0
)†
, (3.15)
where the additive normalization onstant is given as
ǫN = 2N Re[ψ(2s) + ψ(2− 2s)− 2ψ(1)] . (3.16)
Applying to (3.15) the eigenstate Ψq we obtain the energy
EN (q, q¯) = εN + i
d
du
ln
[
Qq,q¯(u+ is, u+ is¯)
(
Qq,q¯(u− is, u− is¯)
)∗] ∣∣∣∣
u=0
,
(3.17)
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or equivalently
EN (q, q¯) = − Im d
du
ln
[
u2NQq,q¯(u+ i(1− s), u+ i(1− s¯))
×Q−q,−q¯(u+ i(1 − s), u+ i(1− s¯))
]∣∣∣∣
u=0
, (3.18)
where Qq,q(u, u) ≡ Q(+)q,q (u, u) is eigenvalue of the Q(+)(u, u) operator, while
±q = (q2,±q3, . . . , (±)NqN ) (3.19)
are the onformal harges.
It is also possible to rewrite the quasimomentum operator in terms of
Q+(u, u):
θˆN = −i lnP = i ln Q+(is, is)
Q+(−is,−is) . (3.20)
Moreover, using the mirror permutation (2.40) one nds the following parity
relations for the residue funtions R+(q, q) dened in (3.13):
R+(q, q)/R+(−q,−q) = e2iθN (q,q) (3.21)
and for the eigenvalues of the Baxter operator:
Qq,q(−u,−u) = eiθN (q,q)Q−q,−q(u, u) , (3.22)
where −q ≡ (q2,−q3, . . . , (−1)nqn) and similarly for q. Examining the be-
haviour of (3.22) around the pole at u = u±1 and u = u
±
1 and making use of
Eq. (3.13) one gets
R±(q, q) = (−1)N eiθN (q,q)R∓(−q,−q) , E±(q, q) = −E∓(−q,−q) .
(3.23)
To obtain the expression for the energy EN (q, q), we apply (3.17) and
replae the funtion Qq,q(u ± i(1 − s), u ± i(1 − s)) by its pole expansion
(3.13). Then, applying the seond relation in (3.23), one nds
EN (q, q) = E
+(−q,−q) + (E+(q, q))∗ = Re [E+(−q,−q) +E+(q, q)] ,
(3.24)
where the last relation follows from hermitiity of the Hamiltonian (2.3).
We onlude from Eqs. (3.24) and (3.13), that in order to nd the energy
EN (q, q), one has to alulate the residue of Qq,q(u, u) at the (N − 1)-th
order pole at u = i(s − 1) and u = i(s− 1).
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3.3. Constrution of the eigenfuntion
The Hamiltonian eigenstate Ψ~p,{q,q}(~z) is a ommon eigenstate of the
total set of the integrals of motion, ~p and {q, q} as well as the Baxter Q-
operator. Thanks to the method of the Separation of Variables (SoV) de-
veloped by Sklyanin [30, 27℄ we an write the eigenstate using separated
oordinates
~x = (~x1, . . . , ~xN−1) as
Ψ~p,{q,q}(~z) =
∫
dN−1~xµ(~x1, . . . , ~xN−1)U~p,~x1,...,~xN−1(~z1, . . . , ~zN )
× (Φq,q(~x1, . . . , ~xN−1))∗ , (3.25)
where U~p,~x is the kernel of the unitary operator while
(Φq,q(~x1, . . . , ~xN−1))
∗ =
= eiθN (q,q)/2
N−1∏
k=1
(
Γ(s+ ixk)Γ(s− ixk)
Γ(1− s+ ixk)Γ(1− s− ixk)
)N
Qq,q(xk, xk) . (3.26)
The funtions Qq,q(xk, xk) are eigenstates of the Baxter Q-operator. In
ontrast to the ~zi = (zi, zi) - oordinates, the allowed values of separated
oordinates are
xk = νk − ink
2
, xk = νk +
ink
2
(3.27)
with nk integer and νk real. Integration over the spae of separated variables
implies summation over integer nk and integration over ontinuous νk∫
dN−1~x =
N−1∏
k=1
(
∞∑
nk=−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dνk
)
, µ(~x) =
2π−N
2
(N − 1)!
N−1∏
j,k=1
j>k
|~xk − ~xj |2 ,
(3.28)
where |~xk − ~xj |2 = (νk − νj)2 + (nh − nj)2/4.
The integral kernel U~p,~x an be written as
U~p,~x(~z1, . . . , ~zN ) = cN (~x)(~p
2)(N−1)/2
∫
d2wNe
2i~p·~wNU~x(~z1, . . . , ~zN ; ~wN ) ,
(3.29)
where 2~p · ~wN = pwN + pwN ,
U~x(~z1, . . . , ~zN ; ~wN ) =
[
Λ
(s,s)
N−1,(~x1)
Λ
(1−s,1−s)
N−2,(~x2)
. . .Λ
(s,s)
1,(~xN−1)
]
(~z1, . . . , ~zN |~wN )
(3.30)
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for even N , and
U~x(~z1, . . . , ~zN ; ~wN ) =
[
Λ
(s,s)
N−1,(~x1)
Λ
(1−s,1−s)
N−2,(~x2)
. . .Λ
(1−s,1−s)
1,(~xN−1)
]
(~z1, . . . , ~zN |~wN )
(3.31)
for odd N . Here the onvolution involves the produt of (N − 1) funtions
ΛN−k,(~xk) with alternating spins (s, s) and (1 − s, 1 − s). They are dened
as
Λ
(s,s)
N−n,(~x)(~zn, . . . , ~zN |~yn+1, . . . , ~yN ) = [z1 − y2]−x+iu
×
(
N−1∏
k=n+1
[zk − yk]−x−iu [zk − yk+1]−x+iu
)
[zN − yN ]−x−iu , (3.32)
where the onvolution [ΛN−k,(~xk)ΛN−k+1,(~xk−1)] ontains (N−k) two-dimen-
sional integrals. The oeient cN (~x) is given for N ≥ 3
cN (~x) =
[(N−1)/2]∏
k=1
(a(s+ ix2k, s − ix2k))N−k
×
[N/2−1]∏
k=1
(a(s+ ix2k+1, s− ix2k+1))k (3.33)
while the produts go over integer numbers lower than upper limit. For
N = 2 we have c2(~x1) = 1.
4. Quantization onditions in the Q-Baxter method
In Ref. [17℄ the authors desribe a onstrution of the solution to the
Baxter equations, (3.3) and (3.4), whih satises additionally the onditions
(3.12) and (3.14). This an be done by means of the following integral
representation for Qq,q(u, u)
Qq,q(u, u) =
∫
d2z
zz
z−iuz−iuQ(z, z) , (4.1)
where we integrate over the two-dimensional ~z−plane with z = z∗ and
Q(z, z) depends on {q, q}. The advantages of this ansatz are:
• the funtional Baxter equation on Qq,q(u, u) is transformed into the
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N−th order dierential equation for the funtion Q(z, z)[
zs(z∂z)
Nz1−s + z−s(z∂z)
Nzs−1
−2(z∂z)N −
N∑
k=2
ikqk(z∂z)
N−k
]
Q(z, z) = 0 . (4.2)
A similar equation holds in the anti-holomorphi setor with s and qk
replaed by s = 1− s∗ and qk = q∗k, respetively.
• the ondition (3.11) is automatially satised sine the z−integral in
the r.h.s. of (4.1) is well-dened only for i(u− u) = n.
• the remaining two onditions for the analytial properties and asymp-
toti behaviour of Qq,q(u, u), Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14), beome equivalent
to the requirement for Q(z, z = z∗) to be a single-valued funtion on
the omplex z−plane.
The dierential equation (4.2) is of Fuhsian type. It possesses three
regular singular points loated at z = 0, z = 1 and z =∞. Moreover, it has
N linearly independent solutions, Qa(z). The anti-holomorphi equation
has also N independent solutions, Qb(z).
Now, we onstrut the general expression for the funtion Q(z, z) as
Q(z, z) =
N∑
a,b=1
Qa(z)CabQb(z) , (4.3)
where Cab is an arbitrary mixing matrix. The funtions Qa(z) and Qb(z)
have a nontrivial monodromy
2
around three singular points, z, z = 0, 1 and
∞. In order to be well-dened on the whole plane, funtions Q(z, z = z∗)
should be single-valued and their monodromy should anel in the r.h.s.
of (4.3). This ondition allows us to determine the values of the mixing
oeients, Cab, and also to alulate the quantized values of the onformal
harges qk.
The dierential equation (4.2) is also symmetri under the transforma-
tion z → 1/z and qk → (−1)kqk. This property is related to Eq. (3.22) and
leads to
Qq,q(z, z) = e
iθN (q,q)Q−q,−q(1/z, 1/z) , (4.4)
2
The monodromy matrix around z = 0 is dened as Q
(0)
n (z e
2pii) = MnkQ
(0)
k (z) and
similarly for the other singular points.
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where ±q = (q2,±q3, . . . , (±)NqN ) denotes the integrals of motion orre-
sponding to the funtion Q(z, z). The above formula allows us to dene the
solution Q(z, z) around z = ∞ from the solution at z = 0. Thus, applying
(4.4) we are able to nd Q(z, z) and analytially ontinue it to the whole
z−plane.
4.1. Solution around z = 0
We nd a solution Q(z) ∼ za by the series method. The indiial equation
for the solution of Eq. (4.2) around z = 0 reads as follows
(a− 1 + s)N = 0 (4.5)
and the solution, a = 1 − s is N−fold degenerate. This leads to terms
∼ Logk(z) with k ≤ N − 1. We dene the fundamental set of linearly
independent solutions to (4.2) around z = 0 as
Q
(0)
1 (z) = z
1−su1(z) ,
Q(0)m (z) = z
1−s
[
u1(z)Log
m−1(z)
+
m−1∑
k=1
ckm−1uk+1(z)Log
m−k−1(z)
]
, (4.6)
with 2 ≤ m ≤ N and where for the later onveniene
ckm−1 =
(m− 1)!
(k!(m− k − 1)!) . (4.7)
The funtions um(z) are dened inside the region |z| < 1 and have a form
um(z) = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
zn u(m)n (q) . (4.8)
Inserting (4.6) and (4.8) into (4.2), one derives reurrene relations for
u
(m)
n (q). However, in order to save spae, we do not show here their ex-
pliit form.
In the anti-holomorphi setor the fundamental set of solutions an be
obtained from (4.6) by substituting s and qk by s = 1− s∗ and qk = q∗k, re-
spetively. Sewing the two setors we obtain the general solution for Q(z, z)
around z = 0 as
Q(z, z)
|z|→0
=
N∑
m,m=1
Q(0)m (z)C
(0)
mm Q
(0)
m (z) . (4.9)
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The above solution (4.9) should be single-valued on the z−plane. Thus, im-
posing single-valuedness ondition on (4.9) we nd a struture of the mixing
matrix C
(0)
mm whih for n+m ≤ N + 1
C(0)nm =
σ
(n− 1)!(m− 1)!
N−n−m+1∑
k=0
(−2)k
k!
αk+n+m−1 (4.10)
with σ, α1, . . . , αN−1 being arbitrary omplex parameters and αN = 1. Be-
low the main anti-diagonal, that is for n+m > N + 1, C
(0)
nm vanish.
The mixing matrix C
(0)
mm depends on N arbitrary omplex parameters
σ and αk. However, two parity relations, Eqs. (3.21) and (4.4), x σ =
exp(iθN (q, q)), with θN (q, q) being the quasimomentum, and lead to the
quantization of the quasimomentum. Later, we will use (4.4) to alulate
the eigenvalues of θN (q, q) (see Eq. (4.25)).
The leading asymptoti behaviour of Q(z, z) for z → 0 an be obtained
by substituting (4.10) and (4.6) into (4.9). It has a form
Qq,q(z, z) = z
1−sz1−s eiθN (q,q)
[
Log
N−1(zz)
(N − 1)! +
Log
N−2(zz)
(N − 2)! αN−1+
. . . +
Log(zz)
1!
α2 + α1
]
(1 +O(z, z)) . (4.11)
Making use of the integral identity∫
|z|<ρ
d2z
zz¯
z−iuz¯−iu¯ lnn(zz¯)zm−sz¯m¯−s¯ =
= πδm−s−iu,m¯−s¯−iu¯
[
(−1)n n!
(m− s− iu)n+1 +O((m− s− iu)
0)
]
, (4.12)
with m and m positive integer, we an alulate the ontribution of the
small−z region to the eigenvalue of the Baxter equation (4.1). The funtion
Qq,q(u, u) has poles of the order N in the points u = i(s−m) and u = i(s−m)
what agrees with (3.12). For m = m = 1 one nds from (4.11)
Qq,q(u
+
1 + ǫ, u
+
1 + ǫ) =
= −π e
iθN (q,q)
(iǫ)N
[
1 + iǫ αN−1 + . . .+ (iǫ)
N−2 α2 + (iǫ)
N−1 α1 +O(ǫN )
]
,
(4.13)
where u+1 and u
+
1 are dened in (3.12). One an see that the integration in
(4.1) over the region of large z with (4.4) and (4.11) gives the seond set of
poles for Qq,q(u, u) loated at u = −i(s−m) and u = −i(s−m).
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Comparing (4.13) with (3.13) one obtains
R+(q, q) = − π
iN
eiθN (q,q) , E+(q, q) = αN−1(q, q) . (4.14)
Now, we may derive expression for the energy
EN (q, q) = Re [αN−1(−q,−q) + αN−1(q, q)] . (4.15)
The arbitrary omplex parameters αn, dened in (4.10), will be xed by the
quantization onditions below.
In this Setion we have obtained following Ref. [17℄ the expression for
the energy spetrum EN (q, q), as a funtion of the matrix elements of the
mixing matrix (4.10) in the fundamental basis (4.6). Moreover, we have
dened the solution to the Baxter equation Q(u, u) and reprodued the
analytial properties of the eigenvalues of the Baxter operator, Eq. (3.12).
4.2. Solution around z = 1
Looking for a solution of (4.2) around z = 1 in a form Q(z) ∼ (z − 1)b
we obtain the following indiial equation
(b+ 1 + h−Ns)(b+ 2− h−Ns)
N−3∏
k=0
(b− k) = 0 , (4.16)
where h is the total SL(2,C) spin dened in (2.35). Although the solutions
b = k with k = 0, . . . , N − 3 dier from eah other by an integer, for
h 6= (1 + nh)/2, no logarithmi terms appear. The Log(z)−terms are only
needed for Imh = 0 where the additional degeneration ours.
Thus, we dene the fundamental set of solutions to Eq. (4.2) around
z = 1. For Imh 6= 0 it has the form
Q
(1)
1 (z) = z
1−s(1− z)Ns−h−1v1(z) ,
Q
(1)
2 (z) = z
1−s(1− z)Ns+h−2v2(z) ,
Q(1)m (z) = z
1−s(1− z)m−3vm(z) , (4.17)
with m = 3, . . . , N . The funtions vi(z) (i = 1, 2) and vm(z) given by the
power series
vi(z) = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
(1− z)n v(i)n (q) , vm(z) = 1 +
∞∑
n=N−m+1
(1− z)n v(m)n (q) ,
(4.18)
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whih onverge inside the region |1 − z| < 1 and where the expansion oef-
ients v
(i)
n and v
(m)
n satisfy the N−term reurrene relations3 with respet
to the index n. For h = (1 + nh)/2 ∈ 2Z + 1, one Log(z)−terms appear so
for nh ≥ 0,
Q
(1)
1 (z)
∣∣∣∣
h=(1+nh)/2
=
= z1−s(1− z)Ns−(nh+3)/2 [(1− z)nhLog(1− z) v2(z) + v˜1(z)] , (4.19)
where the funtion v2(z) is the same as before, v˜1(z) =
∑∞
k=0 v˜kz
k
and
the oeients v˜k satisfy reurrene relations with the boundary ondition
v˜nh = 1. For h ∈ Z we have two additional terms: Log(z) and Log2(z).
Similar alulations have to be performed in the anti-holomorphi setor
with s and h replaed by s = 1− s∗ and h = 1− h∗, respetively. A general
solution for Q(z, z) for Im(h) 6= 0 with respet to the single-valuedness an
be onstruted as
Q(z, z)
|z|→1
= βhQ
(1)
1 (z)Q
(1)
1 (z) + β1−hQ
(1)
2 (z)Q
(1)
2 (z)
+
N∑
m,m=3
Q(1)m (z) γmmQ
(1)
m (z) . (4.20)
Here the parameters βh and γmm build the C
(1)
matrix where Q(z, z) =
Q
(1)
m C
(1)
mmQ
(1)
m . The β−oeients depend, in general, on the total spin h
(and h = 1−h∗). They are hosen in (4.20) in suh a way that the symmetry
of the eigenvalues of the Baxter operator under h→ 1−h beomes manifest.
Thus, the mixing matrix C(1) dened in (4.20) depends on 2+(N−2)2 om-
plex parameters βh, β1−h and γmm whih are some funtions of the integrals
of motion (q, q), so, they an be xed by the quantization onditions.
For h = (1+nh)/2 the rst two terms in the r.h.s. of (4.20) look dierently
in virtue of (4.19)
Q(z, z)
∣∣∣∣
h=(1+nh)/2
= β1
[
Q
(1)
1 (z)Q
(1)
2 (z) +Q
(1)
2 (z)Q
(1)
1 (z)
]
+ β2Q
(1)
2 (z)Q
(1)
2 (z) + . . . , (4.21)
where ellipses denote the remaining terms
4
.
3
The fator z1−s was inluded in the r.h.s. of (4.17) and (4.19) to simplify the form of
the reurrene relations.
4
Equation (4.21) desribes solutions only for h = (1 + nh)/2 where nh ∈ 2Z.
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Substituting (4.20) and (4.21) into (4.1) and performing integration over
the region of |1− z| ≪ 1, one an nd the asymptoti behaviour of Q(u, u)
at large u.
Let us onsider the duality relation (4.4). Using the funtion Q(z, z) we
evaluate (4.20) in the limit |z| → 1. In this way, we obtain set of relations for
the funtions βi(q, q) and γmm(q, q). The derivation is based on the following
property
Q(1)a (1/z;−q) =
N∑
b=1
SabQ
(1)
b (z; q) , (4.22)
with Im(1/z) > 0 and where the dependene on the integrals of motion
was expliitly indiated. Here taking limit z → 1 in (4.17) and (4.18) and
substituting them to (4.22) we are able to evaluate the S−matrix
S11 = e
−iπ(Ns−h−1) , S22 = e
−iπ(Ns+h−2) , Sk,k+m = (−1)k−3 (k − 2s− 1)m
m!
(4.23)
with (x)m ≡ Γ(x + m)/Γ(x), 3 ≤ k ≤ N and 0 ≤ m ≤ N − k. Similar
relations hold in the anti-holomorphi setor,
S11 = e
iπ(Ns−h−1) , S22 = e
iπ(Ns+h−2) , Sk,k+m = (−1)k−3 (k − 2s− 1)m
m!
.
(4.24)
The S−matrix does not depend on z beause the Q−funtions on the both
sides of relation (4.22) satisfy the same dierential equation (4.2).
Now, substituting (4.20) and (4.22) into (4.4), we nd
βh(q, q) = e
iθN (q,q)(−1)Nns+nhβh(−q,−q) ,
γmm(q, q) = e
iθN (q,q)
N∑
n,n≥3
Snmγnn(−q,−q)Snm . (4.25)
In this way, similarly to the energy, Eq. (4.15), whih was alulated from
the mixing matrix at z = 0, the eigenvalues of the quasimomentum, θN (q, q),
an be alulated from the mixing matrix at z = 1, from the rst relation in
(4.25). In the speial ase when q2k+1 = q2k+1 = 0 (k = 1, 2 . . .), this means
βh(q, q) = βh(−q,−q), the quasimomentum is equal to
eiθN (q,q) = (−1)Nns+nh . (4.26)
4.3. Transition matries
In the previous Setions we onstruted the solutions Q(z, z) to (4.2)
in the viinity of z = 0 and z = 1. Now, we glue these solutions inside
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the region |1 − z| < 1, |z| < 1 and, then analytially ontinue the resulting
expression for Q(z, z) into the whole omplex z−plane by making use of the
duality relation (4.4).
Firstly, we dene the transition matries Ω(q) and Ω(q):
Q(0)n (z) =
N∑
m=1
Ωnm(q)Q
(1)
m (z) , Q
(0)
n (z) =
N∑
m=1
Ωnm(q)Q
(1)
m (z) . (4.27)
whih are uniquely xed [17℄. The resulting expressions for the matries Ω(q)
and Ω(q) take the form of innite series in q and q, respetively. Substituting
(4.27) into (4.9) and mathing the result into (4.20), we nd the following
relation
C(1)(q, q) = [Ω(q)]T C(0)(q, q) Ω(q) . (4.28)
The above matrix equation allows us to determine the matries C(0) and
C(1) and provides the quantization onditions for the integrals of motion, qk
and qk with k = 3, . . . , N . Therefore, we an evaluate the eigenvalues of the
Baxter Q−operator, Eq. (4.1). Formula (4.28) ontains N2 equations with:
• (N − 1) α−parameters inside the matrix C(0),
• 2 + (N − 2)2 parameters β1,2 and γmm inside the matrix C(1),
• (N − 2) integrals of motion q3, . . . , qN where qk = q∗k
Thus, we obtain (2N − 3) nontrivial onsisteny onditions.
The solutions to the quantization onditions (4.28) will be presented in
detail in next Setions.
5. Properties of the N−Reggeon states
In this Setion we haraterize the spetra of the onformal harges
obtained by numerial alulations [17, 34℄. Here, parametrization of the
spetra is presented and the spetrum symmetries are shown. Moreover,
desendent states are desribed.
5.1. Trajetories
Solving quantization onditions (4.28) we obtain ontinuous trajetories
in the spae of onformal harges. They are built of points, (q2(νh), . . . , qN (νh))
whih satisfy (4.28) and depend on a ontinuous real parameter νh entering
q2, (2.35) and (2.27). In order to label the trajetories we introdue the set
of the integers
ℓ = {ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓ2(N−2)} (5.1)
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whih parameterize one speied point on eah trajetory for given h. Spe-
i examples in the following setions will further larify this point.
Next we alulate the observables along these trajetories, namely the
energy (4.15) and the quasimomentum (4.25). The quasimomentum is on-
stant (2.38) for all points situated on a given trajetory. The minimum of
the energy, whih means the maximal interept, for almost all trajetories is
loated at νh = 0. It turns out that the energy behaves around νh = 0 like
EN (νh; ℓ
ground) = EgroundN + σNνh
2 +O(νh2) (5.2)
Thus, the ground state along its trajetory is gapless and the leading ontri-
bution to the sattering amplitude around νh may be rewritten as a series
in the strong oupling onstant:
A(s, t) ∼ −is
∞∑
N=2
(iαs)
N s
−αsE
ground
N /4
(αsσN ln s)1/2
ξA,N(t)ξB,N (t) , (5.3)
where αs = αsNc/π and ξX,N (t) are the impat fators orresponding to
the overlap between the wave-funtions of sattered partile with the wave-
funtion of N−Reggeons, whereas σN measures the dispersion of the energy
on the the trajetory around νh = 0.
On the other hand, the energy along the trajetories grows with νh and
for |νh| → ∞ and nally, we have EN (νh; ℓ) ∼ ln νh2. These parts of the
trajetory give the lowest ontribution to the sattering amplitude.
5.2. Symmetries
The spetrum of quantized harges q2, . . . , qN is degenerate. This degen-
eration is aused by two symmetries:
qk ↔ (−1)kqk (5.4)
whih omes from invariane of the Hamiltonian under mirror permutations
of partiles, (2.36), and
qk ↔ qk (5.5)
whih is onneted with the symmetry under interhange of the z− and
z−setors. Therefore, the four points, {qk}, {(−1)kqk}, {qk∗} and {(−1)kqk∗}
with k = 2, . . . , N , are related and all of them satisfy the quantization on-
ditions (4.28) and have the same energy.
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5.3. Desendent states
Let us rst disuss the spetrum along the trajetories with the highest
onformal harge qN equal zero for arbitrary νh ∈ R. It turns out [35, 36,
37, 17℄ that the wave-funtions of these states are built of (N − 1)−partile
states. Moreover, their energies [38℄ are also equal to the energy of the
anestor (N − 1)−partile states:
EN (q2, q3, . . . , qN = 0) = EN−1(q2, q3, . . . , qN−1) . (5.6)
Thus, we all them the desendent states of the (N − 1)−partile states.
Generally, for odd N , the desendent state Ψ
(qN=0)
N with the minimal
energy EN (qN = 0) = 0 has for q2 = 0, i.e. for h = 0, 1, the remaining
integrals of motion q3 = . . . = qN = 0 as well. For h = 1 + iνh, i.e. q2 6= 0,
the odd onformal harges q2k+1 = 0 with k = 1, . . . , (N − 1)/2 while the
even ones q2k 6= 0 and depend on νh.
On the other hand, for even N , the eigenstate with the minimal energy
Ψ
(qN=0)
N is the desendent state of the (N−1)−partile state whih has min-
imal energy with qN−1 6= 0. Thus, EminN (qN = 0) = EminN−1(qN−1 6= 0) > 0.
Studying more exatly this problem one an obtain [35, 17℄ a relation
between the quasimomenum θN of the desendent state and the anestor
one θN−1, whih takes the following form
eiθN
∣∣∣∣
qN=0
= − eiθN−1 = (−1)N+1 . (5.7)
Additionally, one an dene a linear operator ∆ [35, 17℄ that maps the
subspae V
(qN−1)
N−1 of the (N−1)−partile anestor eigenstates with the quasi-
momentum θN−1 = πN into the N−partile desendent states with qN = 0
and θN = π(N + 1) as
∆ : V
(θN−1=πN)
N−1 → V (θN=π(N+1))N . (5.8)
It turns out that this operator is nilpotent for the eigenstates whih form
trajetories [35℄, i.e. ∆2Ψ = 0. Thus, the desendent-state trajetory an
not be anestor one for (N + 1)−partile states. However, it is possible to
built a single state [17℄ with q2 = q3 = . . . = qN = 0, i.e. for only one point
νh = 0, that has EN = 0 and the eigenvalue of Baxter Q−operator dened
as
Qq=0N (u, u) ∼
u− u
uN
, (5.9)
where a normalization fator was omitted.
Additional examples of the desendent states will be desribed later in
the next setions.
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6. Quantum numbers of the N = 4 states
In this Setion we present the spetrum for four Reggeons alulated
by making use of Q−Baxter method. To this end we resum solutions (4.8)
and (4.18) numerially, and using them we solve the quantization onditions
(4.28). Earlier, some results for N = 4 were only presented in [17℄ and some
numerial results in Ref. [18℄. Here we show muh more data and we present
more detailed analysis of this spetrum. i.e. resemblant and winding spetra
of q3, q4 and orretions to the WKB approximation for N = 4.
For four Reggeons the spetrum of the onformal harges is muh more
ompliated than in the three-Reggeon ase [20℄. Indeed, we have here the
spae of three onformal harges (q2, q3, q4). Thus, apart from the lattie
struture in q
1/4
4 we have also respetive lattie strutures in q3−spae. Here
we onsider the ase for nh = 0 so that h =
1
2 + iνh. This spetrum inludes
the ground states. For larity we split these spetra into several parts. We
perform this separation by onsidering spetra with dierent quasimomenta
θ4(q, q) as well as a dierent quantum number ℓ3, whih will be dened in
the solution (6.2)(6.3) of two quantization onditions (4.28) for N = 4 from
Ref. [15℄.
From the rst quantization ondition of WKB approximation [15℄ one
an get the WKB approximation of the harge q4 as
q
1/4
4 =
Γ2(3/4)
4
√
π
[
1√
2
ℓ1 +
i√
2
ℓ2
]
(6.1)
and the quasimomentum is equal to
θ4 = −π
2
ℓ =
π
2
(ℓ2 + ℓ3 − ℓ1) (mod 2π) , (6.2)
where ℓ1, ℓ2 and ℓ3 are even for even ℓ and odd for odd ℓ. Thus, we have two
kinds of latties: with θ4 = 0, π and with θ4 = ±π/2. They are presented in
Fig. 1. In these pitures gray lines show the WKB lattie (6.1) with verties
at ℓ1, ℓ2 ∈ Z. To nd the leading approximation for the harge q3, we apply
the seond relation of WKB approximation [15℄ gives
Im
q3
q
1/2
4
= (ℓ1 − ℓ2 − ℓ) = ℓ3. (6.3)
Notie that the system (6.1) and (6.3) is underdetermined and it does not
x the harge q3 ompletely [15℄.
It turns out that after hoosing one value of θ4, the lattie in q
1/4
4 −spae
is still spuriously degenerated
5
and this degeneration also orresponds to
5
degeneration in the leading order of the WKB approximation
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Figure 1. The spetrum of the integrals of motion q4 for N = 4 and the total spin
h = 1/2. The left and right panels orrespond to the eigenstates with dierent
quasimomenta
eiθ4 = ±1 and ±i, respetively.
dierent latties in q
1/2
3 . The parameter ℓ3 whih is dened in (6.3) will be
used to distinguish these dierent latties.
6.1. Desendent states for N = 4
One an notie that for N = 4 and nh = 0 we have the desendent
states. They appear in setor with the quasimomentum θ4 = π, whih
agrees with (5.7). The wave-funtions of the desendent states are built of
three-partile eigenstates with θ3 = 0. Additionally, the spetrum of q3 for
these three-Reggeon states and the desendent state for N = 4 is the same
and it is depited in Fig. 2 on the left panel. Moreover, the energy of these
desendent state and the orresponding three-Reggeon states are also the
same (5.6).
6.2. Lattie struture for q3 = 0
Let us onsider the spetrum with q4 6= 0 and q3 = 0, see the right panel
of Fig 2. In this ase the quasimomentum θ4 = 0 and the lattie struture
inlude verties that orrespond to the ground state.
Similarly to the N = 3 ase [20℄ we have in the q
1/4
4 −spae a lattie with
a square-like struture desribed by (6.1). In this ase even numbers ℓ1 and
ℓ2 satisfy ℓ1 + ℓ2 ∈ 4Z. Thus, we have the WKB formula[
qWKB4 (ℓ1, ℓ2)
]1/4
= ∆N=4 ·
(
ℓ1
2
√
2
+ i
ℓ2
2
√
2
)
, (6.4)
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Figure 2. The spetra of the onformal harges for N = 4 and omparison to the
WKB expansion. On the left panel, the spetrum of q3 with q4 = 0 orresponding
to the desendent states with θ4 = π. On the right panel, the spetrum of q4 for
h = 1/2 and q3 = 0 with θ4 = 0. The WKB latties are denoted by the gray lines.
where the verties are plaed outside a disk around the origin of the radius
∆4 =
[
43/4
π
∫ 1
−1
dx√
1− x4
]−1
=
Γ2(3/4)
2
√
π
= 0.423606 . . . . (6.5)
As before, the leading-order WKB formula (6.4) is valid only for |q1/44 | ≫
|q1/22 |.
The energy is lower for points whih are nearer to the origin. Similarly
to the N = 3 ase, the spetrum is also built of trajetories whih extend
in the (νh, q3, q4)−spae. Namely, eah point on the q1/44 −lattie belongs to
one spei trajetory parameterized by the set of integers {ℓ1, ℓ2, . . .}.
The ground state for N = 4 is situated on a trajetory with (ℓ1, ℓ2) =
(4, 0). We nd that for this trajetory q3 = Im q4 = 0, whereas Re[q4] and
E4 vary with νh as we show in Figure 3. An aumulation of the energy
levels in the viinity of νh = 0 is desribed by Eq. (5.2) with the dispersion
parameter σ4 = 5.272.
On the q
1/4
4 −plane the ground state is represented by four points with
the oordinates (ℓ1, ℓ2) = (±4, 0) and (0,±4). Due to a residual symmetry
q
1/4
4 ↔ exp(ikπ/2)q1/44 , they desribe a single eigenstate with
qground3 = 0 , q
ground
4 = 0.153589 . . . , E
ground
4 = −2.696640 . . . .
(6.6)
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Figure 3. The dependene of the energy, −E4/4, and the quantum number, q4/q2,
with q2 = 1/4+ν
2
h, on the total spin h = 1/2+iνh along the ground state trajetory
for N = 4.
with h = 1/2. It has the quasimomentum θ4 = 0 and, in ontrast to the
N = 3 ase, it is unique.
(ℓ1/2, ℓ2/2)
(
q exact4
)1/4 (
qWKB4
)1/4 −E4/4
(2, 0) 0.626 0.599 0.6742
(2, 2) 0.520 + 0.520 i 0.599 + 0.599 i −1.3783
(3, 1) 0.847 + 0.268 i 0.899 + 0.299 i −1.7919
(4, 0) 1.158 1.198 −2.8356
(3, 3) 0.860 + 0.860 i 0.899 + 0.899 i −3.1410
(4, 2) 1.159 + 0.574 i 1.198 + 0.599 i −3.3487
Table 1. Comparison of the exat spetrum of q
1/4
4
at q3 = 0 and h = 1/2 with the
approximate WKB expression 6.4. The last olumn shows the exat energy E4.
The omparison of (6.4) with the exat results for q4 at h = 1/2 is shown
in Figure 2 and Table 1. One an see that the WKB formula (6.4) desribes
the spetrum with a good auray.
6.3. Resemblant latties with ℓ3 = 0
In the previous Setion we introdued the parameter ℓ3 whih helps us to
distinguish dierent latties. This parameter takes even values for θ4 = 0, π
and odd ones for θ4 = ±π/2. Let us take ℓ3 = 0. It turns out that in this
ase the spetrum lattie in the q
1/2
3 −spae is similar to the orresponding
lattie in the q
1/4
4 −spae, i.e. onsidering only the leading order of the WKB
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approximation the q
1/2
3 −lattie in omparison to the q1/44 −lattie is resaled
by some real number. An example of suh a lattie for θ4 = 0 is shown
in Figure 4. One an notie that the non-leading orretions to the WKB
approximation ause the bending of the lattie struture in Fig. 4: for q
1/4
4
onave whereas for q
1/2
3 onvex. Moreover, we an see the q
1/4
4 −lattie as
well as q
1/2
3 −one have a similar struture to the lattie with q3 = 0 presented
in Fig. 2. These latties also do not have the verties inside the disk at the
origin q3 = q4 = 0.
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Figure 4. The spetra of the onformal harges for N = 4 with θ4 = 0, ℓ3 = 0
and ℓ4 = 1. On the left panel the spetrum of q
1/4
4
, while on the right panel the
spetrum of q
1/2
3
Substituting
q
1/2
3 = r3 e
iφ3
and q
1/4
4 = r4 e
iφ4
(6.7)
into (6.3) we obtain a ondition for the leading order of the WKB approxi-
mation
ℓ3 =
(
r3
r4
)2
sin (2(φ3 − φ4)) . (6.8)
Thus, for ℓ3 = 0 and for a sale λ = r3/r4 > 0 we have φ3 = φ4. This means
that the verties on the q
1/2
3 −lattie have the same angular oordinates as
those from the q
1/4
4 −lattie. Looking at the numerial results in Figure 4
we notie that the missing quantization ondition for ℓ3 = 0 in the leading
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Figure 5. The spetra of the onformal harges for N = 4 with θ4 = 0, ℓ3 = 0
and ℓ4 = 2. On the left panel the spetrum of q
1/4
4
, while on the right panel the
spetrum of q
1/2
3
WKB order should have a form similar to∣∣∣∣∣ q3q1/24
∣∣∣∣∣ = λℓ42 , (6.9)
where λℓ4 = r3/r4 ∈ R is a onstant sale for a given lattie ℓ4.
It turns out that for a speied quasimomentum we have an innite
number of suh latties. They dier from eah other by a given sale λℓ4 .
For example for θ4 = 0 we have another lattie, shown in Fig 5. Its sale
λ2 diers from the sale λ1 of the lattie from Fig. 4. The resemblant
q
1/4
4 −latties for θ4 = 0 are desribed by (6.1) with the integer parameters
ℓ1 and ℓ2 satisfying ℓ1 + ℓ2 ∈ 4Z.
The similar latties also exist in the setor with the quasimomentum θ4 =
π. Some of them are presented in Figures 6 and 7. For θ4 = π the resemblant
q
1/4
4 −latties are also desribed by (6.1) but the integer parameters ℓ1 and
ℓ2 satisfy ℓ1 + ℓ2 ∈ 4Z+ 2.
6.4. Winding latties with ℓ3 6= 0
In the ase with ℓ3 6= 0 we have muh more ompliated situation than
for ℓ3 = 0. Aording to (6.8) the angles φ3 and φ4 dened in (6.7) are no
more equal. Moreover, they start to depend on the sale λ = r3/r4.
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Figure 6. The spetra of the onformal harges for N = 4 with θ4 = π, ℓ3 = 0
and ℓ4 = 1. On the left panel the spetrum of q
1/4
4
, while on the right panel the
spetrum of q
1/2
3
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Figure 7. The spetra of the onformal harges for N = 4 with θ4 = π, ℓ3 = 0
and ℓ4 = 2. On the left panel the spetrum of q
1/4
4
, while on the right panel the
spetrum of q
1/2
3
An example of suh a lattie, with ℓ3 = 1 and θ4 = −π/2 we show in
Figure 8. For this ase, the q
1/4
4 −lattie is dened by (6.1) with ℓ1 and ℓ2 odd
integer numbers satisfying ℓ1+ ℓ2 ∈ 4Z. In Figure 8, in order to present the
orrespondene between the q
1/2
3 − and q1/44 −lattie, we depit only some
verties of the lattie whih extends in the whole plane of the onformal
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Figure 8. The winding spetrum of the onformal harges for N = 4 and h = 1/2
with θ4 = −π/2 and ℓ3 = 1. On the left panel the spetrum of q1/44 , while on the
right panel the spetrum of q
1/2
3
harges exept the plae nearby the origin q4 = q3 = 0. As we an see the
q
1/2
3 −lattie is still a square-like one but it winds around the origin q1/23 = 0.
Looking at Figure 8, let us start from φ3 = 0 and φ4 = −π/4 where φ3 and
φ4 are dened in (6.7). Thus, the dierene φ3− φ4 = π/4 so that our sale
at the beginning is λ =
√
2. In this region the verties of the q
1/2
3 −lattie are
in the nearest plae to the origin. When we go lokwise around the origin
of the latties by dereasing φ4, we notie that φ3 also dereases but muh
slower. Thus, aording to (6.8) the dierene φ3 − φ4 hanges. Moreover,
due to (6.8), the sale λ also ontinuously rises. Therefore, the q
1/2
3 −lattie
winds in a dierent way than the q
1/4
4 −lattie. After one revolution the
verties of the q
1/4
4 −latties are at similar plaes as those with φ4 dereased
by 2π. This provides additional spurious degeneration in q
1/4
4 . However,
after revolution by the angle 2π, the verties in q
1/2
3 −spae have ompletely
dierent onformal harges q3. The spurious degeneration in the q
1/2
3 −lattie
does not appear.
We have to add that we obtain the seond symmetri struture when
we go in the opposite diretion, i.e. anti-lokwise. Moreover, the winding
lattie, like all other latties, extends to innity on the q
1/2
3 − and q1/44 −plane
and does not have verties in viinity of the origin, q3 = q4 = 0. However,
the radii of these empty spaes grow with φ3,4.
Additionally, due to symmetry of the spetrum (5.5) we have a twin
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lattie with qk → q∗k. Furthermore, the seond symmetry (5.4) produes
another lattie rotated in the q
1/2
3 −spae by an angle π/2. Notie that this
symmetry (5.4) exhanges quasimomentum θ4 ↔ 2π − θ4(mod 2π). Thus,
the spetrum for θ4 = π/2 is ongruent with the spetrum of θ4 = −π/2 but
it is rotated in the q
1/2
3 −spae by π/2.
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Figure 9. The winding spetrum of the onformal harges for N = 4 with h = 1/2,
θ4 = 0 and ℓ3 = 2. On the left panel the spetrum of q
1/4
4
while on the right panel
the spetrum of q
1/2
3
As we said before for θ4 ± π/2 we have winding spetra with odd ℓ3.
Similarly, for even ℓ3 6= 0 we have winding spetra with θ4 = 0, π, thus,
the lattie with the lowest non-zero ℓ3 orresponds to |ℓ3| = 2. We present
some points of this spetrum in Fig. 9, for whih ℓ1, ℓ2 in (6.1) are even and
ℓ1 + ℓ2 ∈ 4Z + 2. In this ase we start with φ3 = π/4 and φ4 = 0 whih
implies the beginning sale λ =
√
2. The spetra wind as in the previous
ase.
Similarly, for θ4 = π we have also spetrum with the lowest |ℓ3| = 2.
It is dened by (6.1) with ℓ1, ℓ2 even and ℓ1 + ℓ2 ∈ 4Z. In this ase the
angles φ3 = 0 and φ4 = −π/4 so we also have the beginning sale λ =
√
2,
as depited in Figure 10. In order to desribe the winding spetra better
we may introdue an integer parameter ℓ4 whih helps us to number the
overlapping winding planes of the spetra and name spuriously-degenerated
verties in the q
1/4
4 −plane.
To sum up, even for a given quasimomentum we have many latties whih
overlap, so that verties of the latties, espeially in q
1/2
3 −spae, make an
impression of being randomly distributed. However, as we have shown above,
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Figure 10. The winding spetrum of the onformal harges for N = 4 with h = 1/2,
θ4 = π and ℓ3 = 2. On the left panel the spetrum of q
1/4
4
while on the right panel
the spetrum of q
1/2
3
those spetra may be distinguished and nally desribed by (6.1) and (6.3).
Still, there is a lak of one nontrivial WKB ondition whih would uniquely
explain the struture of the resemblant and winding latties.
6.5. Corretions to WKB
Let us onsider the spetrum of the onformal harge q4 for N = 4 with
q3 = 0 and h =
1+nh
2 . It turns out that for nh 6= 0 it has similar square-
like lattie struture like that with nh = 0, see Fig. 2 on the right panel.
Similarly to the ase with three reggeized gluons [20℄ we have evaluated the
onformal harges q4 with even nh with high preision. We have done it
separately for q4 with Im[q4] = 0 and Re[q4] = 0. Next, we have tted
oeient expansion of the WKB series, a
(r)
k and a
(i)
k , respetively.
In [15℄ the series formula for q
1/4
4 looks as follows
q
1/4
4 =
π3/2
2Γ2(1/4)
Q(n)
[
1 +
b
|Q(n)|2 +
∞∑
k=2
ak
(
b
|Q(n)|2
)k]
, (6.10)
where
Q(n) =
4∑
k=1
nke
iπ(2k−1)/4 =
(
ℓ1√
2
+ i
ℓ2√
2
)
(6.11)
and ℓ1,ℓ2, n = {n1, . . . , nN} are integer.
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nh oef. k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5
0 a
(r)
k 2.9910566246 −24.021689 91.591 645.5
a
(i)
k −4.9910566246 28.021689 −148.830 1656.7
a
(r)
k + a
(i)
k −2.0000000000 4.000000 −57.239 2302.2
2 a
(r)
k −1.3991056625 4.674008 −4.516 −95.7
a
(i)
k −0.6008943375 −0.674008 20.388 −200.8
a
(r)
k + a
(i)
k −2.0000000000 4.000000 15.872 −296.5
4 a
(r)
k −1.351212983 3.462323 −11.322 43.164
a
(i)
k −0.648787017 0.537677 −0.096 0.611
a
(r)
k + a
(i)
k −2.000000000 4.000000 −11.418 43.775
6 a
(r)
k −0.8882504145 1.883461 −5.4248 18.081
a
(i)
k −1.1117495855 2.116539 −4.8117 12.091
a
(r)
k + a
(i)
k −2.0000000000 4.000000 −10.2365 30.172
8 a
(r)
k −0.6326570719 1.197694 −2.94579 8.3372
a
(i)
k −1.3673429281 2.802305 −5.96129 12.1238
a
(r)
k + a
(i)
k −2.0000000000 4.000000 −8.90708 20.4610
Table 2. The tted oeient to the series formula of q
1/4
4
(6.10) with nh = 0, 2, 4, 6
and 8
Here for N = 4, similarly to the N = 3 ase in Ref. [20℄, we have a
dierent expansion parameter b/ |Q(n)|2 and in this ase the parameter
b =
4
π
(
q2
∗ − 5
4
)
(6.12)
is dereased by 5/4. The expansion oeients of the series (6.10) are shown
in Table 2. Similarly to [15℄ the oeients a0 = 1 and a1 = 1. The
remaining oeients depend on nh. Moreover, the oeients ak with
k > 1 are dierent for real q
1/4
4 and for imaginary q
1/4
4 but one may notie
that for k = 1, 2 the sum a
(r)
k + a
(i)
k ∈ Z and does not depend on nh. Thus,
to desribe the quantized values of q
1/4
4 more generally one has to use both
sets of the oeients, a
(r)
k and a
(i)
k , or perform the expansion with two small
independent parameters, i.e. q∗2/|Q(n)|2 and 1/|Q(n)|2.
Using the series (6.10) with (6.12) and oeients from Table 2 gives
good approximation of the onformal harges q4 with q3 = 0. However, in
order to have a better preision one has to introdue an additional expansion
parameter.
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7. Summary and Conlusions
In this paper we disussed four Reggeon states whih appear is sattering
amplitude of strongly interating partiles in high energy Regge limit of
QCD (2.1), i.e. in Generalized Leading Logarithm Approximation (GLLA)
[9, 10, 39℄. Due to the olour fator desription of N−Reggeon system is
a ompliated task espeially for N > 3. To this end multi-olour limit
is performed. In this limit the Reggeon Hamiltonian separates into two
one-dimensional equations and as a result the multi-Reggeon system get
ompletely solvable. However, in order to solve it one has to use advaned
integrable-model methods.
In the multi-olour limit the equation for the N−Reggeon wave-funtion
takes a form of Shrödinger equation (2.10) for the non-ompat XXXHeisen-
berg magnet model of SL(2,C) spins s [40, 33, 41℄. Its Hamiltonian desribes
the nearest neighbour interation of the Reggeons [42, 43℄ propagating in the
two-dimensional transverse-oordinates spae (2.6). The system has a hid-
den yli and mirror permutation symmetry (2.36). It also possesses the
set of the (N − 1) of integrals of motion, whih are eigenvalues of onformal
harges [27℄, qˆk and qˆk, (2.33)(2.34). Therefore, the operators of onfor-
mal harges ommute with eah other and with the Hamiltonian and they
possess a ommon set of the eigenstates.
To solve the Reggeon problem for more than three partiles one uses the
more sophistiated tehnique, i.e. the Baxter Q−operator method [27℄. It re-
lies on the existene of the operator Q(u, u) depending on the pair of omplex
spetral parameters u and u. The Baxter Q−operator has to ommute with
itself (3.1) and with the onformal harges (3.2). It also has to satisfy the
Baxter equations (3.3)(3.4). Furthermore, the Q−operator has well dened
analytial properties, i.e. known pole struture (3.12) and asymptoti be-
haviour at innity (3.14). The above onditions x the Q−operator uniquely
and allow to quantize the integrals qk. In turns out [27℄ that the Reggeon
Hamiltonian an be rewritten in terms of Baxter Q−operator (3.15). There-
fore, ombining together the solutions of the Baxter equations and the on-
ditions for qk with the Shrödinger equation, we an alulate the energy
spetrum (3.24). Moreover, we are able to determine the quasimomentum
of the eigenstates (3.20), i.e. the observable whih denes the properties of
the state with respet to the yli permutation symmetry (2.36).
In order to obtain the exat values of qk we have used the method [15, 17℄
whih onsists in rewriting the Baxter equations and the other onditions for
Q−operator eigenvalues as the N−order dierential equation (4.2). Solving
this equation one obtains the onditions for quantized qk (4.28) and the
formulae for the energy (4.15) and the quasimomentum (4.25).
In the ase with N = 4 partiles we have onstruted the spetrum for
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nh = 0 depiting ompliated interplay between the onformal harges: q3
and q4. Suh a omplete analysis has been performed here for the rst time.
Earlier, for N = 4 full spetrum of q4 was shown in Ref. [17℄ (however the
orresponding q3 spetrum was not disussed) and some values of q4 were
found in Ref. [19℄. The spetrum of q
1/4
4 has a struture of square-like
lattie (6.4), Fig. 1. In this ase the spetrum of q3 is more ompliated.
It turns out that it has a few possible forms. Firstly, there are simple
states with q3 = 0, Fig. 2. Moreover, we have found the q
1/2
3 −latties
whose distribution of verties is similar to the distribution of verties of
q
1/4
4 −lattie. We have alled this strutures as resemblant latties, Figs. 4-
7. Seondly we have demonstrated the existene of q
1/2
3 −latties that may
be alled winding latties. They wind around the origin and in ourse of
this winding the distane between verties inreases and also the lattie goes
away from the origin, Figs. 8-10. The WKB approximation does not desribe
these strutures (6.3) exatly beause one quantization ondition is missing.
Finally, we have also onsidered the desendent states with q4 = 0, Fig. 2.
They have quasimomentum θ4 = π and the struture of their q
1/3
3 −latties is
the same as for q
1/3
3 −latties in the three-Reggeon ase with θ4 = 0 [21, 20℄.
For the N = 4 Reggeon states with q3 = 0 we have alulated orretions
to the WKB approximation (6.10), Table 2. Similarly to the N = 3 ase
[20℄ they ome from the fat of using only one expansion parameter η for
two dierent onformal harges, q4 and q2. One has to notie that these
orretions are subleading in omparison to the WKB limit [15℄.
The Q−Baxter method is ompliated. However, it allows us to solve
the reggeized gluon state problem for more than N = 3 partiles. The
above alulations are of interest not only for perturbative QCD but also
to statistial physis as the SL(2,C) non-ompat XXX Heisenberg spin
magnet model [40, 33, 41℄.
In order to nd the full sattering amplitude one has to alulate the
impat fators, i.e. overlaps between the Reggeon wave funtion and the
wave funtions of the sattered partiles. These impat fators strongly
depend on the sattered system and they are hard to alulate due to a large
number of integrations. Thus, this work an be a rst step in omputing of
ontribution of the four-Reggeon state to the hadron sattering amplitude.
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